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"Costs the same to launch a new app 
as it does to launch a satellite"

  
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-tech-vc-
space-20161027-snap-20161027-story.html



Thinking  
about the user





How we really use the web? [Krug]

#1: Scanning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2CbbBLVaPk 



How we really use the web? [Krug]

#2: Satisficing



How we really use the web? [Krug]

#3: Muddling through



User expectations
Users have come to expect features like 
autosuggest, autocorrect [Krug] 



Human Factors
“Don’t make me think” [Krug] 

Technology changes very quickly, but people change 
very slowly…  

Guidelines — common sense?  Once you know it! 
e.g.,  http://ixdchecklist.com  

Barbossa: First, your return to shore was not part of our negotiations nor our 
agreement so I must do nothing. And secondly, you must be a pirate for the pirate's 

code to apply and you're not. And thirdly, the code is more what you'd call 
"guidelines" than actual rules. Welcome aboard the Black Pearl, Miss Turner.



Designing your app



Epicentre Design
Start from the core of the page and grow outwards 
[Getting Real] 



What does your user see the first time they visit 
the app?  What is a helpful blank slate?

Regular, blank and error states



“Defensive design is like defensive driving”  
 [Getting Real]

http://uxmas.com/2012/the-4-hs-of-writing-error-messages

Regular, blank and error states



Navigation



“like the North Star” of the site’s persistent 
navigation [Krug] 

If not self-evident, then make it self-explanatory 
[Krug] 

Home page



Where am I?
Tell users where they are:  every page should have a visible 
name in the same place (should frame the content)  

The name should match what the user clicked to get there  

Make use of breadcrumbs  
(e.g. GitHub: > between levels, boldface the last item),  

Test if your site passes the “trunk test” [Krug] 



Navigation controls
Main navigation may be at the top for short lists or  
left for long lists (accordion lists for very long menus) 

Top links can look like tabs to provide context 

Account information is often on the top right  
(users expect it there) 

Minor details on the bottom  
(e.g. contact, help, blog) 

Try to associate icons with items in a menu  
(visual recognition)



Navigation considerations
When the user logs in, where do they land?  

Design for search-dominant and link-dominant users 
[Nielsen] 

Not just about reducing clicks, each one should be 
unambiguous and require no thought 

Browser back buttons should work 

Be consistent

Design the navigation around the core scenario



Some Design Issues



Writing is designing [Krug]

Every word and letter matters, omit needless words 

Use words that match the user’s goals and lingo, avoid jargon 

Clear and concise 

Add information to buttons 

Choose words to suit your product’s personality 

Insert actual text not Lorem Ipsum [Getting Real] 

      

     Which is better? [Nathan Barry]  
Delete this movie?    Delete?    Delete movie?



Dialogs
Avoid yes/no dialogs (users usually don’t read text) 

But do tell them what they just did and allow them to 
undo it



Preferences

If possible avoid, decide for your users [Getting Real] 



Icons [Nathan Barry]

See icon sets at: Glyphish and Symbolcons  

Flat icons for adding to tabs, headings and for drawing 
attention to buttons 

Be careful with 3D icons! 
  
For small 16px square icons, see FamFamFam or Fugue 

Don’t mix icon styles! 
  
Have an active version for an active state



From designing to  
orchestrating experiences

Give your design a personality lift!



From designing to  
orchestrating experiences

“Build in forgiveness”



What about mobile?



Tradeoffs…
Don’t hide affordances but tendency towards flat designs: lose 
affordances 

How to user test on a mobile device? 



How to prioritize?



Prioritizing features
The ability to change is key, so stay “lean” 

Watch for “feature blight” 

Make half a product rather than a half-assed product  
[Getting Real] 

Be careful not to follow the competitors too closely [Getting Real] 

Don’t fix problems you don’t have yet! [Getting Real] 

What doesn’t matter?  Best designers know! [Getting Real]  

Just because someone asks for a feature, doesn’t mean you 
should add it (they will remind you) [Getting Real]



How to simplify?

Remove 
Organize 

Hide 
Displace



Reveal features as needed



Displace to…
Watch, phone, computer? 



Push complexity to the user



Test your ideas



Watch your users
2-3 people will find 80% of the usability errors — even 
your target audience is a beginner at some point 

Give simple tasks 

Ask: Did they know where to start?  What did they look 
at? Where did they click first?  Did they try to click on 
things that aren’t clickable? [Nathan Barry] 

Record the interactions, share!  



What do users do best? 



Discussion
Greg mentioned importance of responsive design 

and to follow guidelines, e.g., material design 

What challenges are you having? 
What advice/lessons would you share with 

others? 



Other resources (courtesy of Jonathan 
Heron, web designer in Dublin)

Favourite books for people who want to learn a UX mindset  
 • The Design of Everyday Things (3rd edition in particular, due to addition of signifiers) 
 • The Elements of User Experience  
 • Universal Principles of Design 
 • Simple and Usable 
 • Don't Make Me Think (see above) 

Diving deeper into specific areas 

Social design 
 • Grouped  
Sketching and thinking 
 • Sketching User Experiences 
Interaction design 
 • About Face (4th edition) 
 • Microinteractions 
 • Web Form Design 
Content strategy 
 • Content Strategy for the Web 
 • The Elements of Content Strategy 
Information architecture 
 • Information Architecture for the World Wide Web 
 • Ambient findability 
 • A Practical Guide to Information Architecture


